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Abstract
Free and open source software pretends to be easy to use for anyone. To accomplish that
goal localization seems to be a must. Localization tools and state of localization for different
FOSS4G packages are presented. Based on Polish GRASS, QGIS and gvSIG localization
experiences, some proposals from the translator’s point of view are outlined.
Introduction
Free and open source software (FOSS) is used all around the world, and as such it needs
to be translated into different languages. A program which communicates with the user in
one’s own language is more friendly and intuitive. This is also the case in free and open
source software for geospatial (FOSS4G). Usually it is the community which decides to take
the burden of the localization of particular software. To make a program work in a given
language, a couple of arrangements must be made. The workload is connected with two
concepts: internationalization and localization.
Internationalization (i18n) is a process of such software design or adjusting, whereby it can
potentially be adapted to different languages without making changes in the code. Interna-
tionalization is performed once embedded in the code by programmer. Instead of explicitly
coding text strings, special functions for language conversion are implemented. This enables
the proper display of fonts and characters, allows scripts to run from right-to-left, etc.
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Localization (L10n) is a process of adding translations (and optionally other features or
components) for a particular language. Localization can be efficiently implemented only if
the program is internationalized. External resource files with translation, usually one per
language, are used for an easy and scalable addition of new languages and modification of
existing ones. Localization can be done simultaneously for many languages at the same time,
even by non-programmers, and should be treated as continuous and never ending process
related to program development.
Localization as process
In the localization process, several actors are involved – programmers, administrators and
translators. We will focus mainly on translator’s perspective.
As various FOSS4G projects consist of communities with their own regulations and internal
rules, before any translation action, one should become familiar with those habits. A good
starting point can be a project’s web page which is related to the translation process [1] [2],
a mailing list (general or dedicated) and direct contact with other translators. For larger
projects, sometimes more than one person is involved in the translation for a particular
language. In such cases, one of the translators coordinates the whole process. At this stage
a person who is interested in localization should: subscribe to corresponding mailing lists,
create an account on web-based systems, contact the main project translator and persons
already involved in translation. As projects are still in developmental stages, there are just a
few moments when there is nothing to do, so you can join a translation team any time.
If localization is web-based (online), from the technical point of view only an enabled web
account is needed to start working. For desktop (oﬄine) translations, the process is more
complicated. We don’t assume a situation when localization for a particular language starts
from scratch, as this needs some additional actions. For any ongoing translation one must
acquire the latest version of a language resources file from a central repository, using a web
page or subversion control system (SVN). When talking about FOSS4G, those files are freely
accessible by everyone without any restrictions. It is important to start working with the
very latest version of a language file, taken just right before the translation.
The next step is the translation itself. At this stage, vocabularies, discussions with other
translators and programmers, branch knowledge and the translator’s experience are of main
concern. It is a good practice to use already known branch terms, not to create new ones,
unless we describe something new or original. For that reason, knowledge of similar programs
with their terms is crucial. Good localization must consider target users and its main goal
is to facilitate usage of the program. So sometimes, usefulness and simplicity of language
is better than branch correctness. This refers to the program interface, but also to various
forms of help including manuals. After changes in localization, the translator should check
edited file(s) against a local copy of the program.
When making localization, sometimes the translator is not sure about some phrases. It
is better to mark such translations, rather than just treat them as done. There are two
possibilities in dealing with such situations, which are quite common. Every phrase can be
in one of those three stages – translated, fuzzy (unfinished) or untranslated. In such cases, a
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fuzzy status can be assigned to a phrase translation. An additional option in some tools are
comments, whereby the translator can describe her/his doubts in details.
As changes in language files are often made by several people, SVN or some other version
control system is necessary. They help track translators’ changes and merge uploads. If the
translator has SVN write access, he can update language files directly, but usually the file is
sent to one of developers who have such rights. Any changes in translation files should be
submitted frequently.
Localization tools
Localization tools help in the development of internationalized versions of a program. They
mainly include specialized editors for resource language files. The simplest versions just edit
an appropriate file. More advanced editors include glossaries, translation memory, suggestions
and spellcheckers. Traditional localization models require a local copy of the language file
from the central repository and desktop program/editor. Such an oﬄine model, as described
in a previous chapter, requires several actions to update the translation file. At the moment,
in the case of desktop FOSS4G, this is still the most popular model of localization.
As software development tools take more and more advantage of Internet power, also on-
line localization tools start to become used. In opposition to oﬄine distributed translation,
language files are localized directly through web pages. Functionality of this new method is
still weaker compared to oﬄine tools, but centralization of the localization process has many
advantages.
Oﬄine translation
Localization tools selection depends on programming language and programmers tools. The
oldest format for language files is the Portable Object File (.po) used by gettext with cor-
responding binary .mo format. This method is used in the GRASS project which is a very
mature one. In the Quantum GIS project, Translation Source Files (.ts) with corresponding
.qm formats are used for localization. When desktop application development language is
Java (like gvSIG), usually .properties format is used for localization. The newest XML-based
XLIFF format is not very popular yet. When working with oﬄine translation, one must be
aware of used resources file formatting (fig.1) in order to select the appropriate tool. There
are editors or more advanced computer aided translation (CAT) tools, which can work with
almost any format of translation files. It is the choice of the translator to select his favourite
tool – simple or advanced, dedicated or general purpose.
Qt Linguist
Qt Linguist is a tool integrated with the Qt development environment [3] by Nokia. One of
the programs using this environment is Quantum GIS (QGIS). Qt Linguist is easy and user
friendly yet very powerful. It is appropriate for beginners and advanced users with ergonomic
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Figure 1. Sample qgis cs CZ.ts file for Czech localization of QGIS 1.5
interface. The translator can see the referring portion of the code or even see a corresponding
widget in a preview (fig.2). This is a very unique and useful feature. Suggestions for trans-
lation are generated from existing strings and translation memory. Keyboard shortcuts are
available, but without the possibility of personalization. The big advantage of Qt Linguist
is the eventuality of the simultaneous display of translations for more than two languages.
When translating from English to German, one may check the translation by looking, for
example, at the Italian version.
Figure 2. Qt Linguist interface
Poedit
Poedit[4] is a simple, fast and easy tool for .po files editing. We use this program to localize
the GRASS interface. It has a translation memory which can be generated from all of the
.po files found on a hard drive and provides an automatic translation from the translation
memory file. It is the user who decides how many words have to match during the automatic
translation. Automatically translated strings result in a fuzzy status and are additionally
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marked with an icon to be easily found and checked by the translator.
Figure 3. Poedit interface.
Virtaal
Virtaal is a multiplatform tool, not related directly to any environment [5]. Virtaal can work
with all translation file types mentioned in a previous chapter. The only problem is the
stability and reliability of generated files. Sometimes this editor edits more than expected.
The program is rather slow, but the general idea of an all-in-one toolset is excellent. Virtaal
offers an online link to internet databases of translations. This is a very promising alternative
for dedicated tools, but for the future, not now.
Online translation
Online tools use internet browsers as interfaces, thus they offer the same environment to all
translators. When using online tools, no installation or manual update of programs is needed.
After logging into the system, the translator just does his job without additional actions such
as downloading files and sending changes to SVN administrators. Those actions are meant
to be automated and beyond the translator’s concern.
In some cases the difference between oﬄine and online tools is hard to outline. The Open-Tran
project [6], which is available online, is integrated with oﬄine tools like Virtaal. Open-Tran
provides recent translations from involved FOSS projects, and could be great for translations
coordination within one domain/branch.
Transifex
This tool may be used for GRASS translation, as this project was recently added to the
Transifex portal. Translation files can be downloaded/uploaded or edited online. The user
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Figure 4. Virtaal interface.
can filter phrases by status (translated/fuzzy/untranslated).
Figure 5. Transifex interface
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gvSIG i18n
Recently gvSIG developed an online translation portal [7] within its project portal. The
translation interface is customizable and enables advanced searches. A useful feature is the
definition of displayed languages (fig.6). The Web interface is simple, but commands and
options are only in Spanish. This can be a problem for some translators. As no context
information for phrase is available, translation for some phrases may be difficult. Translations
are accepted in three steps: traducida, revisada, definitiva.
Figure 6. gvSIG i18n interface
Tools evaluation
Some of the localization tools are user friendly with nice and ergonomic interfaces (ex. QtLin-
guist). Some are simple with just basic functions (ex. Poedit). At the moment oﬄine tools
are much more sophisticated, but with new technologies implemented into web based tools
things can change rapidly. A good example of such recent progress is gvSIG i18n.
Help on start-up is crucial for beginners. A very nice and easy tutorial is prepared by Virtaal.
Also Qt Linguist provides a One Minute Guide.
Only one of the tested tools (Qt Linguist) is able to display the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) thus simplifying the translation when working with a SVN copy of the repository. It
is often hard to guess the correct translation without knowledge about the context. With a
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real interface preview it is even possible to check if the translation string fits in a GUI defined
space.
All oﬄine tools provide usage of translation memory. This mechanism attains use of already
translated phrases. From available online tools, only Pootle provide this feature.
Very often within one translation file, strings are repeated, sometimes in the same context,
but sometimes in different ones. If the context is similar, the translation should be uniform,
at least within one program. In an ideal situation, this should be extended to all programs
within one branch. Translation memory is one of the most useful features here. If connected
with handy keyboard shortcuts, doing a translation becomes a pleasure. When working with
larger translations, keyboard shortcuts also increase the effectiveness of the work.
Depending on a translator skills and the program to localize, different tools can be selected.
Some of the tools provide only basic functions, which in some cases can be an advantage.
From our experience, the following weaknesses of presented tools are the most significant:
 Qt Linguist – Sometimes broken links to the GUI preview on Windows.
 Poedit – Bad shortcuts and not handy, slow proposals.
 Virtaal – Slow response. Spoiling .ts files. Less control with the header in .po files.
 Transifex – After online translation sending back broken .po files with a notice not
understandable for a common translator.
 gvSIGi18n – In Poland we received a slow response from the whole central gvSIG web
system.
 Pootle – No keyboard shortcuts.
If we had to choose just one tool, our choice would be Qt Linguist. Unfortunately it is focused
mainly on a Qt development environment.
Localization state of selected desktop FOSS4G
As a main area of our interest in FOSS4G we decided to choose three projects developed
within Open Source Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo)[8] – GRASS, Quantum GIS (QGIS)
and gvSIG. All of them are mature and well known GIS programs. Some of the projects
(QGIS) release new versions every six months, while others do it not so often. To make it
independent from release frequency, we made the measurement for a SVN developers trunk.
Localization is a continuous process, but there are periods of increased activity, just before
the release. This relatively short period of about two weeks is named ”call for translation”
and is dedicated mainly to translation improvements. A presented snapshot was made for
the 23rd of April, 2010.
Translated phrases can be in one of three states: untranslated, fuzzy or translated. Only those
with ’translated’ status were counted. As we evaluated three different desktop programs,
different tools were used for counting. GRASS .po files were analyzed with Poedit, QGIS .ts
files with Qt Linguist and gvSIG .properties files with gvSIGi18n web statistics.
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As a first, general approximation, we compared the localization progress with the total popu-
lation of top languages of world speakers [9]. The results are presented in Table 1. For QGIS
and gvSIG there is just one localization file, while for GRASS we decided to select one of
four – GRASSwxpy version. From the potential users perspective, the worst situation is for
Hindi, Bengali and Arabic languages. Assuming a threshold of 70% of localized phrases, we
get a number of potential users between 891 000 000 for gvSIG and 1 191 000 000 users for
QGIS.
Language Number of speakers
(millions) [9]
GRASSwxpy QGIS gvSIG
Chinese 1 213 1 31 33
Spanish 329 80 79 90
English 328 100 100 89
Arabic 221 – 3 -
Hindi 182 – – -
Bengali 181 – 3 -
Portuguese 178 48 74 37
Russian 144 70 76 83
Japanese 122 82 99 –
German 90 90 98 84
Indonesian 85 61 5 -
Table 1. Localization progress (%) of selected desktop FOSS4G against the top world
languages.
Our goal was to estimate the extent of selected FOSS4G localization. In terms of space and
population of end users. Where the top world’s languages are spoken is shown in Figure 8.
The next figures contain all localized languages, even tiny ones.
Figure 8. Top world’s languages by the number of speakers.
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Our base map was the world admin countries provided on a public domain license in a vector
shapefile format by the Natural Earth portal [10]. Using QGIS we have added an attribute
column with a language assigned to each country. For countries with many official languages
(for examples in Africa), we have chosen just one of them, preferably a local one. In that
sense, the presented research is underestimated.
For visualization purposes we divided localization progress into four groups (fig.9, fig.10,
fig.11):
 no localization (0%)
 beginning of localization (1-30% translated phrases)
 partial localization (30-70%)
 (almost) complete localization (70-100%)
GRASS
The first analyzed desktop FOSS4G was GRASS, the version with wxpy interface (fig.9).
Figure 9. GRASSwxpy localization.
This mature and very powerful program has a very specific group of users. They are mainly
scientists and more advanced users. Development is focused on new modules, not localization.
Recent versions, which are better integrated with Windows, are changing this situation slowly.
Both Americas, Australia and Europe have localized GRASS versions. The white spaces in the
Scandinavian part of Europe (fig.9) are the effect of the high education level in those countries,
where almost everyone speaks English. Northern Africa, Middle East and Southern Asia have
no localization of GRASSwxpy.
gvSIG
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When talking about gvSIG, it should be mentioned that its origin is from Spain and this
project is developed in Spanish language. From a localization point of view, there are almost
no partial localizations. A project is either localized or not. Compared with GRASSwxpy,
gvSIG has partial Chinese, and complete Russian localization (fig.10).
Figure 10. gvSIG localization.
Quantum GIS
From the perspective of localization, the QGIS project is the most promising one. A very
open community and easy to use tools encourages localization. Probably that is why this
program, from desktop FOSS4G, has the best world coverage. There are only a few places
where even partial localization is not available. But still Africa, the Middle East and part of
Asia are places where more localization should be done (fig.11).
Discussion
Localization of FOSS4G is no longer a computer guru’s task. With user-friendly desktop
tools like Qt Linguist or online portals like Transifex, almost everyone with language skills
and GIS knowledge can help in localization.
Diversity is very important and the big number of languages in the world is our heritage.
But why do all three of the most spread out FOSS4G desktop programs use incompatible
translation coding? Why when translating three programs we must use three different tools?
A step ahead can be a tool like Virtaal, but it is a young project and still under development.
A better solution seems to be a common, dedicated file format, like XLIFF. It provides many
more features than any other current format. If every software would spit with XLIFF we
could use one common translation glossary for many projects.
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Figure 11. QGIS localization.
Anyway, we see a need for a common online OSGeo dictionary. It could be integrated later
with any computer aided translation (CAT) tool. A centralized vocabulary for FOSS4G as the
main source for translation with a user-friendly suggestion tool, would improve localization
quality and efficiency. With fast internet access and new web technologies, online localization
tools look simpler to coordinate work and merge outcomes. But the development of such
tools will take time. In the meantime, an unification of translation tools is proposed, at least
at the level of keyboard shortcuts.
QGIS appears to be the most multilingual desktop application, but GRASS and gvSIG also
have made important achievements in localization. With the present state of localization,
most of the users can even select which of those similar GIS desktop tools to use.
Desktop FOSS4G localization focuses mainly in developed regions of the world. Efforts should
be focused on regions with low desktop FOSS4G localization – Africa, Middle East, Asia. Even
more important than the localization of the GUI is for those users more detailed explanation
of the tools itself. It can be done by context help, manuals and tutorials, of course all in their
home language. The question is – how to attract translators from those countries? Without
localization, good OSGeo products still will remain unknown. One of possible solutions can
be cooperation with local universities and localization to be done as a part of students’ master
theses.
Conclusion
Oﬄine translation tools like Qt Linguist provide advanced functions, but their weakness lies
in unnecessary translation files traveling and merging.
Online tools still lack friendly and functional interfaces. Sometimes slow server response is
also a problem.
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The localization of FOSS4G desktop packages follows, with some exceptions, developmental
patterns of the world. Desktop FOSS4G localization is much more advanced in developed
countries than in developing ones. This is partially due to the big number of languages in
developing countries, but also to less interest in such tools.
Available statistics on translation progress can’t be compared directly. We assumed many
simplifications in the presented research. One of them was – one language assigned to one
country.
Even full GUI translation is not enough. It must be followed by help files, manuals and
tutorials in local languages.
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